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Abstract—Nautical instrumentation, for competitive and 

recreational sailing, is a multimillionaire industry that most 

contributes for today’s effectiveness and safety that characterize 

them. Great investments are made to develop technologies that 

allow an accurate representation of the environmental features, 

which lead to an ever-increasing automated approach of many 

navigation and weather forecast aspects. Even though, robust 

and affordable instruments are still lacking in the market, which 

leave an important part of the nautical community without 

dedicated solutions. One area where this issue is evident is wind 

measurement, whose theoretical principles are the basis of this 

project. The ultrasonic technology is the center piece of the 

anemometry study, whose superior performance is widely 

accepted by the nautical community. Although, the existing 

systems are prohibitively expensive for the common user and 

tend to have architectures that require expert handling and 

maintenance. 

The main goal of this project is the development of a compact, 

robust and cost-effective wind measurement solution that will 

rely on consumer electronics like smartphones, tablets and PC 

for control and data visualization. This approach intends to be an 

alternative to the actual instrumentation networks, by offering an 

equivalent solution for a small fraction of their price. The result 

comprises a functional prototype, which will be taken to a higher 

level, in the form of a complete weather station with navigation 

capabilities. Although this solution is primarily dedicated to 

sailing, powerboats or even maritime and terrestrial weather 

stations can be considered as possible fields of application..  

 
Keywords—cost-effective nautical instrumentation, ultrasonic 

anemometry, NMEA 0183 devices. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

aritime navigation is a complex way of transportation 

that requires not only the vehicle domain but also a 

correct interpretation of a volatile environment. Unstable 

weather conditions, a fluid as mean of locomotion and the lack 

of reference points would be strong reasons to forsake this 

kind of traveling [2] [6]. Although, this is currently one of the 

safest ways of transportation. Vessels accomplish the longest 

journeys, with the heaviest cargo, and have established routes 

all over the world [2] [6]. With an embracing market, nautical 

industry have strong strands in competition, cargo and people 

transportation, research, military and recreational applications. 

Excluding new methods and technologies to design vessels, 
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like new materials, structural calculus algorithms, propulsion 

systems, etc. nautical instrumentation is the area that most 

contributed to the actual effectiveness and safety of navigation 

[2] [6]. The state of art includes valuable tools for weather 

forecasting, mapping, long range communications and 

autonomous navigation. 

Although, these advanced technologies come with a price 

and many of the available systems in the market are 

prohibitively expensive, or too complex, for most of the small 

sailors. This issue applies to competition, commercial and 

recreational purposes [2] [6]. These potential costumers 

represent an important gap in the market that lacks of robust 

and cost-effective navigation and weather instrumentation. 

One area where this issue is most evident is wind 

measurement. Over many years of development, most of 

nautical necessities were identified and specific technologies 

were created to suppress each one of them. Even though, 

regarding wind measurement, there are still available several 

technologies within a wide cost and performance ranges. The 

device used to measure the wind is an anemometer and the 

ultrasonic principle has proven to have important advantages 

over the existing alternatives. 

Due to the crescent number of different devices that can be 

used in a vessel, nautical instrumentation evolved into a 

network structure, as shown in Figure 1 [18]. This approach 

allows an efficient implementation, while it is possible to 

include only the required modules and further modifications 

are allowed in a plug-and-play approach. Usually, these 

networks have a star topology, being the center node the 

central unit. This unit manages data from all sources, which 

could be weather stations, GPS, radars, SONAR’s, consoles, 

plotters, etc. Another advantage is that nautical 

instrumentation is regulated by National Marine Electronics 

Association, which developed the NMEA 0183 and NMEA 

2000 electrical and communication standards [14]. These 

assure compatibility from a wide variety of data sources when 

operating within the same network [14]. 

A medium range central unit and a console or plotter, with 

all the ancillaries, reach easily to € 20,000. These are the basic 

components, consisting on the network center node plus a 

visualization device, which are useless without any other 

sensor to provide data. To give access to this technology to a 

wider market, one of the goals of this project is to provide a 

low-cost alternative for the basic components. This allows the 

application of a larger share of a certain budget, which is 

assumed to be little, in sensor acquisition. 

Innovative solution for robust and cost-effective 

wind measurements 
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Fig 1. Modern vessel network. 

 

The course of this work is divided into two main objectives: 

the study of wind genesis and integration of an ultrasonic 

anemometry solution; the development of a functional 

prototype that can substitute the expensive nautical 

instrumentation networks for low-cost alternative. Plus, in 

order to reduce the system cost of basic components, the unit 

rely on smartphones, tablets and PC for control and data 

visualization, via Wi-Fi. As an option, long range 

communications via satellite to assure control from remote 

places, is a valuable resource to integrate the prototype.  

 

II. WIND MEASUREMENTS 

The wind felt by an object can be decomposed in True, 

Heading and Apparent components [2] [6]. The predictability, 

magnitude and relation between them are critical factors when 

choosing an appropriate anemometer. Figure 2 shows the 

decomposition of the wind for a flat ground and flat water 

conditions, assuming no external influences: 

• True Wind: The wind an object feels when it is not 

moving (i.e. stationary relative to Earth). This component 

depends on the atmospheric conditions and is usually the 

only way the wind is defined in land, as the measurements 

are made from fixed locations. 

• Heading Wind: The wind created by an object’s motion, 

which directly relates with drag force. Has the same speed 

of the object, but with opposite direction. 

• Apparent Wind: The sum of both previous wind 

components results the Apparent Wind. This component is 

the wind which is actuality felt by an object. 

 

A critical feature regarding anemometry is that it is only 

possible to measure the Apparent Wind, as the Earth’s and 

anemometer references frames are independent. If the 

anemometer is in a fixed location, Apparent Wind equals to 

True Wind. Land weather stations are an example of this 

situation. But if the anemometer is moving, relative to Earth, 

special mechanisms to decompose the wind are needed. To 

know the velocity of a vessel it is essential to know the wind it 

produces [2] [6]. 

 
Figure 2. Wind components, adapted from. 

 

A. Ultrasonic Anemometer 

Ultrasonic anemometers use ultrasonic pulses to measure 

wind velocity, based on the Time of Flight Theory. Several 

pairs of independently activated transducers, can be combined 

to yield a measurement of velocity in 1-, 2-, or 3-dimension 

[3] [7]. The spatial resolution is given by the distance between 

transducers, which is typically 5 to 20 cm [3]. Longer 

distances implies lower sampling rate, while the system have 

to wait more time between the emission and reception of a 

certain pulse and lower distances need faster processing, 

which have an important impact on the equipment cost. 2-

dimensional ultrasonic anemometer architecture, as shown in 

Figure 4, is the most usual configuration used in vessels and 

weather stations [2]. This structure have four arms, each one 

having an ultrasound emitter and a receiver, forming two 

ultrasound paths. Each pair emits pulses both ways for 

redundancy purposes, with the order presented in Figure 4, 

helping filtering turbulent regimes. The average speed of the 

two pulses of the same arm is the speed of sound at some 

temperature. With this configuration it is possible to calculate 

a velocity vector, as shown in Figure 3, together with Time of 

Flight equation system (1).  

 

 
Arm 1                    Wind                    Arm 2 

𝑇1 < 𝑇2 
 

Figure 3. Wind velocity vector calculation between two arms. 

 

Taking the four arm configuration as an example, the 

system measures the time interval a pulse needs to travel from 

the North transducer to the South transducer, and compares it 

with a pulse in reverse direction, emitted immediately after the 

receiving of the first. Likewise, times are compared the same 

way between West and East transducers [3]. If there is no 

wind, pulse travel times are equal. In a reference frame 

centered equidistant from the poles it is possible to know the 

balance of the system. 
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Where 𝐿: Distance between transducers (m); 𝑇1 and 𝑇2: Time 

of flight of the pulses (s); 𝑣: Wind speed (m/s); 𝑐: Speed of 

Sound (m/s). 

 

 
  

Figure 4. 2-dimensional two path ultrasonic anemometer.  

 

Ultrasonic anemometers can take measurements very 

quickly, 20 Hz or higher, which makes them well suited for 

measurements in turbulent regimes. As they have dedicated 

processing it is possible to filter outlier samples, obtaining a 

smooth measurement curve in real-time [3]. The lack of 

moving parts means they do not have inertia issues and 

together with the high sampling rate are perfect solutions for 

dynamic applications [6]. Another advantage of this 

characteristic is the long-term operation without maintenance, 

while the lack of moving parts allow a more hermetic and 

compact enclosure. 

 

III. PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT 

The prototype system comprises two distinct stages: 

integration with licensed nautical instrumentation, more 

specifically weather stations with ultrasonic anemometry 

technology and compatible with NMEA 0183 protocol; 

development of a low cost Data Processing and 

Communication Unit, or DPCU, as an alternative to the central 

processors presented in chapter I.  

 

A. Ultrasonic Weather Stations 

The AIRMAR PB200 and LB150 models, both presented 

on Figure 5, are two renowned compact and licensed weather 

stations with navigation capabilities. They are equivalent in 

many aspects but have different fields of application. The 

PB200 is more suitable for navigation while the LB150 is 

appropriate for weather applications, like land weather stations 

or monitoring buoys [9] [19]. The first one has available the 

yaw angle and rate of turn of the vessel and the second one, 

has an internal hygrometer instead, which allows the access to 

relative humidity, heat index and dew point temperature. 

Apparent Wind is measured using four ultrasonic 

transducers and the internal three axis compass, together with 

the WAAS/EGNOS GPS engine, provides the other wind 

components [9][19]. The internal temperature, hygrometer and 

barometric pressure sensors help to measure and predict 

changing weather patterns, which combined with the internal 

heading sensor, most of navigation needs are fulfilled [9][19]. 

Regarding navigation data, these systems also provide 

magnetic variation and are suitable as a primary GPS source 

[9][19]. 

 

            
 

Figure 5. Airmar PB200 and LB150 weather stations.  

 

B. Close Range Communications 

 Close range communications are provided by the µPanel 

system, specially designed for IoT applications by SCF 

Electronics. This system consists on a programmable Wi-Fi 

radio, a free mobile App and an optional and also free, Cloud 

server [20]. The µPanel APP shows the graphical interface 

configured by the microcontroller of the DPCU, thanks to the 

new graphical language HCTML, allowing the user to interact 

with it by means of a smartphone, tablet or PC. This makes 

µPanel system a suitable solution for small microcontrollers 

with limited amount of memory [20]. This is a flexible 

solution for IoT systems, thanks to powerful functions that can 

access TCP/UDP sockets and an integrated File System and 

File Transfer [20]. As the APP is compatible with iOS and 

Android systems, the need of creating a dedicated interface for 

each system is suppressed, being this a major breakthrough for 

the prototype. By developing an application through µPanel 

system and using an Android emulator for Microsoft Windows 

and Mac OS a major part of this type of consumer electronics 

is covered. The Wi-Fi module is the µPanel SCF-01, shown in 

Figure 6, which is formed by two parts: the ESP01 Wi-Fi 

module, with the Espressif ESP8266 chip, and the ADP-01 

adapter, specially designed to work with the ESP01 module. 

This adapter assures a compact installation with 5 VDC supply 

compatibility, instead of the 3.3 VDC of the ESP01 module 

[20]. The system allows Wi-Fi Direct, WLAN, Internet and 

cloud connections, being the first one the preferred method. 

 

 
Figure 6. µPanel SCF-01 Wi-Fi module. 
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C. Long Range Communications 

Satellite communications are assured by the Rock Seven 

RockBLOCK Mk2 hub, shown in Figure 7. This especially 

designed module for prototyping applications allows send and 

receive short messages from anywhere on Earth, through the 

Iridium satellite network [21]. At the heart of RockBLOCK 

hub is an Iridium 9602 satellite modem, providing an 

integrated antenna and a 0.1" header for power and UART 

data connections [21]. The header includes an FTDI-

compatible serial interface that can be connected directly to a 

microcontroller serial port [21]. 

The message system is a bandwidth-limited SBD, capable 

of transmitting and receiving packets of 340 and 270 bytes, 

respectively, which suits NMEA 0183 messages [21]. With 

clear skies, it is possible to send or receive messages 

approximately once every 40 seconds, not being suitable if 

very low latency is required (i.e. less than 1 minute)  [21]. The 

subscription plan, provided by Rock Seven, states that 1 credit 

is used per 50 bytes in a message, so a NMEA 0183 message 

takes a maximum of 2 credits to be transmitted, as its 

maximum size is 80 bytes. 

 
Figure 7. Rock Seven RockBLOCK Mk2 hub. 

 

D. Microcontroller platform 

In order to reduce the DPCU cost, an open source 

development board was considered for an embedded CPU and 

I/O system. This also improves prototyping flexibility and 

eliminates software licensing. As the prototype need to have at 

least three serial ports, for connections with the weather 

station, Wi-Fi module and the satellite hub, the number of 

UART’s was considered the bottleneck criteria to choose a 

suitable prototype board. With four serial ports, 256 kB of 

flash memory, which is more than enough to load all the 

required libraries and algorithms, the Arduino MEGA 2560 

Rev3, shown in Figure 8, was the chosen developing board for 

the prototype. 

 
 Figure 8. Arduino MEGA 2560 Rev3. 

 

E. Electronic Circuit 

 All the functionalities and hardware discussed until this 

point, culminated in the electronic circuit of the DPCU, 

present in the block diagram of Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Assembled DPCU electronic circuit 

 

F. Power Requirements and Internal Battery 

Operating the DPCU without an external power supply is 

one of the system goals. By eliminating a permanent external 

supply, the system portability is improved and the DPCU cost 

is reduced, as it is possible to discard expensive waterproof 

sockets that maintain water tightness during use. 

For proof of concept, the considered time interval between 

charges will be 12 hours. With a solar panel and a 12 h 

runtime on battery is possible discharge during the night and 

charge during day, assuring a continuous operation. Figure 10 

shows the prototype power requirement in several 

configurations, without the satellite hub (not acquired at this 

phase). 

 

Element Current [mA] Power [W] 

DPCU 153 1.836 

DPCU + Airmar LB150 199 2.388 

DPCU + Airmar PB200 215 2.580 

 

Figure 10. Currents and power drained by the DPCU. 

 

For the referred autonomy applied to the most power 

demanding configuration and based on (2), the required 
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theoretical battery capacity, corrected by a 30 % safety factor, 

is 3791 mAh. The safety factor intends to cover four practical 

situations [7] [99]: possible manufacturing defects that leads 

to a capacity different than the advertised; capacity decreasing 

due to operation at extreme temperatures; capacity decreasing 

due to a fast discharge (i.e. Peukert effect); residual dissipation 

from other circuit elements. 

 

𝐶 = 𝑡 ∙ 𝑖 ∙ (1 + 𝑆𝐹) (2) 

 

Where 𝐶: Battery capacity (Ah); 𝑡: Drain time (h); 𝑖: Current 

(A); 𝑆𝐹: Safety Factor (%). 

 

Battery capacity is not a static specification and mainly 

depends on the discharge rate (i.e. C-rate) and operating 

temperature [7] [16]. For the same cell, lower discharge rates 

lead to higher capacities and vice-versa, reason why batteries 

are usually advertised for certain applications or have 

explicitly the maximum discharge current. The closest battery 

capacity from the theoretical value, available on the market, is 

4000 mAh. Figure 11 shows the respective runtimes. 

 

Element Runtime [h] 

DPCU 17.0 

DPCU + Airmar LB150 13.6 

DPCU + Airmar PB200 12.7 

 

Figure 11. Nominal currents and power drained by the system 

 

G. Enclosure 

 Accurate instrumentation is only part of the equation, as 

the majority of electronic devices and electrical connections 

have very low resistance to the environment, and so, an 

appropriate enclosure must be used. Enclosure classification 

regarding environmental protection is regulated by the 

International Protection Marking, or IP Code (IEC standard 

60529 – EN 60529 for Europe), which states the degree of 

protection against intrusion (i.e. body parts such as hands and 

fingers), dust, accidental contact, and water by mechanical 

casings and electrical enclosures [22]. The code is a two digit 

tag (i.e. IP XY) where “X” refers to particle protection and 

“Y” to liquid protection [22].  

In order to build a robust enclosure for the DPCU circuit, an 

IP56 marking is requested. This means dust protection and 

resistance to powerful water jets [22]. The DPCU electrical 

circuit, shown in Figure 12, is installed inside the enclosure. 

Figure 13 shows the assembled DPCU. The enclosure, 

integrates the following independently licensed elements: 

• Enclosure (IP56). 

• Master Switch (S1) (IP56). 

• Cable gland (IP66). 

• DC socket (XSA) (IP66 when closed). 

• LED sealing (IP65). 

 

The holes made in the enclosure, as well the threads of the 

referred components, were protected with a silicon sealant, 

specifically designed for maritime applications, and PTFE 

tape, a known pipe thread sealant, respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Complete DPCU with open enclosure 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Full assembled DPCU. 

 

IV. SOFTWARE 

 

Figure 14 shows prototype network, including the way the 

nodes interact with each other. 
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A. DPCU software 

 The DPCU has four main tasks: Connection management 

and decoding weather station data; connection management 

and interface with Wi-Fi consumer electronics; connection 

management of the satellite hub; internal log through a 

MicroSD Card.  

• Weather station connection: This communication channel is 

the only that stays active independently from the others. To 

avoid losing information, the sensor is read continuously by 

turning raw data into NMEA 0183 messages. After the 

decoding process, the system tests if a possible message 

destination is active: Wi-Fi, satellite or MicroSD Card. If no 

one is, the current message is discarded. From the moment the 

sensor is energized, the startup is automatic, but waits for 

correct configuration. Baud rate at 4800 bps, standard for 

NMEA 0183 communications, and the enabling of all possible 

messages is the configuration sent before start receiving data 

for decoding.  

• Wi-Fi connection: When a device connects via Wi-Fi, a 

signal is sent to activate this communication channel in the 

DPCU and a bidirectional communication starts at 115200 

bps. The DPCU configures and controls the µPanel APP, 

sends the requested NMEA 0183 message content and waits 

for requests about the internal MicroSD Card logger and 

satellite communication hub. 

• Satellite connection: This functionality is enabled and 

configured locally through µPanel APP or remotely by the 

Rock Seven service. Traffic management and the operating 

modes of the hub are controlled by the DPCU. The NMEA 

0183 messages to be transmitted are selected, and then sent 

with 1 min interval. Rock Seven developed a convenient 

library that allows an efficient comprehension of the extensive 

AT command list. This library, “IridiumSBD”, distributed 

under the terms of the GNU LGPL license, uses the 

RockBLOCK/Iridium’s SBD protocol to send and receive 

short messages. 

• Internal MicroSD Card logger: This functionality is enabled 

by through µPanel but is fully controlled by the DPCU. The 

decoded messages from the sensor are saved in the MicroSD 

Card before any other instruction. This module was 

programmed using the open source Arduino library “SD.h”. 

 

B. Graphical interface software and µPanel APP 

Allowing a real-time data visualization and control, this 

software provides a low-cost and effective alternative to 

licensed consoles, by substituting them by a smartphone, 

tablet or PC. The application provided by µPanel, is a major 

breakthrough, while it is compatible with Android and iOS, 

the most popular operating systems used in smartphones and 

tablets. This µPanel APP acts like an interface between the 

Wi-Fi connected device and the DPCU and has two main 

advantages: integrates security Wi-Fi protocols for an 

automatic and secure network connection; stores a library of 

graphical objects, thanks to the integrated HCTML 

programming language, which eliminates graphical processing 

from the microcontroller. The compatibility with Microsoft 

Windows and Mac OS is assured through an Android 

emulator. BlueStacks Android Emulator was the chosen 

platform, which is a free, stable and straightforward emulator, 

whose operation is the same than operating a native Android 

[23]. 

The µPanel APP is totally controlled by the DPCU 

microcontroller and from its point of view all graphical objects 

are parameterizable messages. The configuration is then sent 

to the Wi-Fi connected device, where it is processed and kept 

in memory. Each complete panel is totally defined into one 

string message to be sent to the µPanel APP over Wi-Fi. All 

object definition messages are concatenated into one string 

before being sent. Control object messages are independently 

sent, with the same principle. Every time a panel is changed 

somehow, have to be totally defined again, but if an object 

change its state, the control is independent. Figure 15 

illustrates an example of the how it looks the application in an 

Android device. 

 

 
 

Figure 15. Android screenshot of the µPanel APP. 

 

C. Satellite hub remote control 

Messages sent can either be delivered to an email address or 

sent to the personal Rock Seven web service as a HTTP POST 

[21]. Receiving messages are processed in the inverse way by 

sending a HTTP POST from the referred web service or a 

request to an URL [21] [24]. The message is than queued on 

the satellite network, being ready for download [21] [24]. To 

activate the service, an account have to be freely created to 

associate the module IMEI, with a username and password 

[21]. In order to control the DPCU satellite hub remotely, the 

procedure is similar to the one used in µPanel APP. To 

activate the communication channel in the DPCU, a message 

with the NMEA 0183 tags spaced by blanks have to be sent to 

the hub. To deactivate the channel, a message with the text 

“OFF” must be sent instead. This procedure can be followed 

in two ways, described below: 

• HTTP POST requested to the URL 

https://core.rock7.com/rockblock/’MT’ where MT is the 

IMEI, username, password and message with no spaces 
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between [24]. If the message was successfully transmitted, the 

resulting feedback message will be “OK,’messageID’ ” [24]. 

If not, will be “FAILED,’error code’,’Textual description of 

failure’ “ [24]. 

• Using Rock Seven Core which is a user-friendly 

interface, where it is possible to send a message similar to an 

email [21]. 

 

V. TESTS AND RESULTS 

Although the hardware and software were developed to 

accomplish specific requirements, electronic circuits and 

batteries are easily affected when exposed to the elements. 

The expected operating conditions mainly include large 

thermal amplitudes, contact with water, under pressure or in 

the form of condensation or and corrosion due to long term 

exposure. In order to prove the robustness of the system, were 

performed tests regarding water tightness, through the 

standard classification IP marking, operation along large 

thermal variations to validate the battery against capacity 

variations, as well the presence of condensation, and a 

complete outdoor test simulating a real situation. 

 

A. IP Protection Marking 

IP marking intends to validate the watertight and solid 

intrusion protection of the DPCU enclosure. For the required 

operation conditions, the test aimed an IP56 protection index, 

proposed. Some golden rules were applied in order to optimize 

the testing procedure and respective equipment, by relating 

solid intrusion with watertight [22]: 

• If a paper clip wire can enter the enclosure, then so can 

water. 

• If water can enter the enclosure so can dust. 

• If water gets in, let it out (IP dependent). 

• If water is allowed to enter, create a path to the exit, 

avoiding critical areas. 

 

The test not meant to substitute an official certification, in 

order to obtain a complete marking description. In this case all 

the stages are tested until reach the one desired, or the one that 

fails. For academic purposes and acknowledged by the EN 

60529 standard, the procedure was unique, aimed to the 

desired marking level and based on the first and second golden 

rules [22]. The required test regards the IPx6 protection index, 

which is a common IP marking for maritime instrumentation. 

Below are listed the test specifications: 

• Flow regulator device: EN 60529 homologated 12.5 mm 

nozzle with internal flow regulator, shown in Figure 16. 

 

 
 

Figure 16. EN 60629 12.5 mm regulated nozzle. 

• Water flow: 100 L/min ± 5% – 0.1 MPa. 

• Method: water jet projected from a 3 m distance for 1 

min in 3 different surfaces: 

o Lid top to test the screws thread watertight. 

o Lid rubber sealant to test its watertight. 

o Enclosure walls where the supply socket, master 

switch, LED and cable gland were installed, to test 

their watertight and resistance to pressurized water 

jets.  

• Duration: 3 min. 

• Leakage detection: purple blotting paper to test, by 

contact, all the sealants and joints of the referred areas in 

“Method”. This paper turns from light to dark purple with 

the slightest presence of liquids, as described in Figure 

17, allowing an easy visual inspection when cleaning all 

the possible leakage spots. 

 

 
 

Figure 17. Blotting paper reaction in the presence of water. 

 

After this procedure, the DPCU enclosure was opened and 

all the possible leakage spots were cleaned with blotting 

paper, as well the electrical circuit and the internal walls of the 

enclosure. The result was an unaltered color blotting paper, 

indicating that the test was a success. 

 With these results, two possible IP markings can be 

considered: IP56 and IP66. The safe consideration is the 

initially aimed IP56, which is equal to the lowest component 

certification installed in the enclosure.  

 

B. Battery Life and Temperature Influence 

Capacity calculated in section II.F, did not considered C-

rate or temperature influence, using a safety factor instead. As 

the C-rate defined by the DPCU is low and is almost constant, 

the temperature influence on capacity was the main test 

subject. C-rate influence should be tested too if it be much 

higher (i.e. C-rate above 1C) or having high peaks during 

operation. The tests were performed in four different 

temperatures: -18 ºC; 0 ºC ; 20 ºC; 40 ºC. The procedure 

consisted on leaving the DPCU and the most power 

demanding weather station for 1 h in the referred conditions. 

Then turned ON the system with a Wi-Fi connection 

established. The time the battery has taken from fully charged, 

at approximately 12 VDC, to fully discharged, at 10.8 VDC, 

was then monitored and the results are shown in the Figure 18. 

This circuit experimentally drained approximately 215 mA 

and should ideally run for 18.6 h. 
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Figure 18. DPCU battery power consumption versus 

temperature. Sampling once a minute. 

 

Based on these results, the battery performance decreases 

when the temperature decreases, which is an expected 

behavior. Although all the curves represent runtimes that 

fulfill the required 12 h minimum, the performance rapidly 

decreases below freezing temperatures and probability will 

last less the 12 h between -20 and -30 ºC. At the lower 

extreme, Lithium-ion batteries suffer from Lithium plating of 

the anode causing a permanent reduction in capacity [16]. At 

higher temperatures, it is possible to observe a performance 

increasing. Although this is expected for Lithium-ion batteries, 

they should not be used in these conditions, otherwise life 

span will be reduced. At the upper extreme, together with the 

normal internal heat generated during discharge, the active 

chemicals may break down and the battery will be 

permanently damaged [16]. 

If the satellite hub was added to the circuit, we would have 

approximately 13 % increasing in the demanding current, 

producing a small variation in C-rate, from 0.05 to 0.06. This 

increase would not create a noticeable variation in capacity 

and the curves shape will remain the same, but of course, 

shortened by the corresponding increasing of the circuit 

consumption. The recommended 30 % safety factor used in 

calculations of the battery capacity for Lithium-ion chemistry 

revealed to be a prudent option. The best result was at 40 ºC 

where the difference between the theoretical runtime and the 

experimental one was 42 min. Figure 19 shows the capacity 

error related to the operating temperature. By operating within 

the admissible temperature range and with such a lower C-

rate, the battery capacity is lower than the advertised by the 

manufacturer. 

About condensation, was only observed at 0 and -18 ºC 

temperatures. The little condensation present in the DPCU 

circuit when the 0 ºC test was performed, in liquid state 

throughout the process, did not produced any harm in the 

operation. At -18 ºC this condensation frosted during the test. 

It was verified that 18 messages were lost from the MicroSD 

Card, when compared with the internal counter programmed 

in the microcontroller. Is almost null considering the number 

of transmitted messages during the 13.8 h of the test, but 

represented the first operating failure. The operating range of 

the used MicroSD Card was -5 to 40 ºC, which could explain 

the writing errors. The test at -18 ºC was repeated with a 

different MicroSD Card, whose operating temperature was -25 

to 85 ºC and no errors were detected during the 13.7 h 

runtime. 

 

Temperature [ºC] Runtime [h] Error [%] 

40 17.9 3.8 

20 17.6 5.4 

0 16.4 11.8 

-18 13.8 25.8 

 

Figure 19. Temperature influence on system runtimes. 

 

C. Test Trip and Prototype Validation 

In order to test the system in real conditions, a 21 km round 

trip was performed. Although a vessel trip was not possible to 

accomplish, the system was installed in a car instead, with the 

configuration of the Figure 20, where some advantages could 

be highlighted: 

• Higher speeds experienced, which could lead to stronger 

turbulent regimes. 

• Faster velocity changes, allowing to observe sensor 

reaction times. 

• High intensity vibrations and impacts that allow testing 

electrical circuit robustness.   

As the Airmar PB200 weather station is more appropriate 

for motion applications, as referred earlier, it was the model 

used to perform this try out.  

 

 
 

Figure 20. System installation in a car: DPCU attached on 

the windshield and weather station fix in a hood suction cup. 

 

 The steps taken to operate the system are described 

below, including the straightforward configuration that allows 

a quick startup: 

 

• STEP 1: Turn ON the system by pressing the Master Switch 

S1 and wait for the LED H1 to lights up, as highlighted in 

Figure 21. This allows the user to know that the system booted 

and Wi-Fi connection is available. 
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Figure 21. DPCU Master Switch S1 and LED H1 location. 

 

• STEP 2: Open the µPanel APP in the device to connect to 

the DPCU over Wi-Fi. Figure 22 (a) shows the startup screen, 

where the DPCU SSID must be chosen and Figure 22 (b) the 

connection process. After this, the APP starts to be controlled 

by the DPCU automatically, by showing the startup screen, 

present in Figure 22 (c) 

 

 
 

Figure 22. µPanel APP synchronization stage. 

 

• STEP 3: The system is ready to be controlled through the 

µPanel APP and all the functionalities are available. In the 

case of the presence of the satellite hub, full control is 

available at this stage to. Figure 23 shows an example of a 

possible smartphone use, conveniently attached on the wrist, 

for viewing navigation data. 

 

 
 

Figure 23. µPanel APP synchronization stage. 

 

• STEP 4: After the operation concluded, turn OFF the 

system by pressing the Master Switch S1. 

After this successful field try out no flaws were detected on 

both navigation and weather data. All the sensors were 

correctly read and wind measurements were updated 

smoothly, which suggests a good noise filtering of the weather 

station. No missed messages were observed. Below is an 

example of a decoded NMEA 0183 message, regarding wind 

speed and angle, in relation to the vessel’s bow/centerline: 

 

$WIMWV,204.9,T,35.6,N,A*1A 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The ultrasonic anemometry has clear advantages over other 

technologies used in nautical applications, especially because 

is the only one that not has moving parts. Besides the superior 

accuracy, this characteristic greatly contributes for the robust 

architecture. Issues related with the wear of bearings and 

encoders, blocked parts, accuracy decreasing due changes in 

weight distribution, etc. are implicitly overcome. Turbulent 

regimes are well filtered by means of internal processing and 

optimized aerodynamics, differing from other technologies 

whose architecture do not have adaptable features to deal 

efficiently with several types of wind. Therefore, an ultrasonic 

anemometer was selected for this work.  

As an alternative to the central units of modern nautical 

instrumentation networks, the developed DPCU prototype is a 

broad solution that includes some functionalities usually 

performed by other external modules. Namely, Wi-Fi and 

satellite communication channels. The DPCU is a complete 

decoding machine of the NMEA 0183 protocol, which allows 

the integration of any nautical device that communicates 

through this protocol. The particular use of the Airmar PB200 

and LB150 weather stations permitted the creation of a 

compact system with weather monitoring and navigation 

capabilities. All the controls and data visualization can be 

achieved through a smartphone, tablet or PC, which greatly 

diminishes the system cost. The use of consumer electronic 

devices to perform this task, by means of the µPanel APP, has 

two main advantages: the suppression of the need of licensed 

consoles, which are dedicated only to this task, eliminates an 

expensive and somehow redundant device from the system; as 

this application is totally programmed by the DPCU 

microcontroller and is compatible with Android and iOS 

systems, the software is unique. A simple Android emulator 

turns every PC into a device that operates the DPCU like an 

Android native. The satellite optional capability allows the 

user to operate the DPCU by controlling and gathering data 

from remote places. The satellite hub is totally controlled by 

the DPCU microcontroller and have tools to stay connected to 

the Iridium network. This allows a remote access through the 

Rock Seven interface or simply by a HTTP POST. This 

functionality is especially useful in land or maritime weather 

stations. At least, the integration of an internal logger 

functionality through an SD Card and a dedicated battery are 

two valuable resources. Although the logger is an 

unexceptional feature, the internal battery is a breakthrough in 

these kind of systems, as it is an option usually performed by 
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an independent module. 

As the system robustness is that important as the hardware 

and software features, the integration of all the components in 

a single enclosure, with IP 56 protection marking, turns the 

DPCU into a compact device, capable of dealing with the 

expected harsh maritime conditions. The only concern 

comprises the influence of temperature over the battery 

capacity. Although the chosen module performed well during 

the tests, the capacity decreasing at low temperatures is clearly 

notorious. However, different batteries could be used without 

changing the intrinsic structure of the system. In order to 

improve the DPCU robustness and presentation, a PCB could 

be developed to substitute the several independent components 

connected by jumper wires. This will eliminate the possibility 

of loose cables and the physical area required by the circuit 

will be smaller. 

In terms of expansibility of the system, regarding the 

number of sensors, a great improvement with little investment 

is possible. The actual configuration of the DPCU leaves one 

serial port free in the microcontroller, which could be used for 

the integration of another sensor. For a bigger system, 

Arduinos offer the possibility of creating large networks using 

the I2C protocol to exchange data between them. For example, 

this prototype with two Arduino MEGA 2560 R3 boards could 

deal with five sensors. Of course, graphical interface have to 

be adapted and probably the enclosure had to be bigger or 

power supply stronger, but the key point is that the intrinsic 

prototype structure remains the same. 

All the features offered by this prototype turned it into a 

valid alternative of the actual nautical instrumentation 

networks, for a small fraction of their price. The DPCU cost 

achieved to little more the € 100 (or € 300 if satellite hub 

included) which represents around 3% of the cost of an 

existing equivalent solution. This opens the possibility to fill 

the market with a system type that is claimed by an important 

part of the nautical community, which is essentially formed by 

small sailors from several fields of activity. 
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